
Investors celebrate 
Biden victory 
NEW YORK: Investors and financial execu-
tives took a big sigh of relief on Saturday after
major networks declared Democrat Joe Biden
winner of the US presidential election, offering
some certainty after days of conflicting
reports about who might run the White House
next term.

Although current President Donald Trump
said he would fight the results in court, Wall
Streeters who offered comments felt there was
little doubt Biden would ultimately succeed.
Election predictors including the Associated
Press, NBC, Fox News and Edison Research,
upon which Reuters relies, called the presi-
dency for Biden. “Biden is good news for the
markets,” Christopher Stanton, chief invest-
ment officer at Sunrise Capital Partners, said
on Saturday. “We’re all so tired of the whip-
saw that came with the Trump tweets.”

Major US stock indexes registered their
biggest weekly gains since April this week, as
investors bet Biden would win and
Republicans would hold onto the Senate. That
scenario would create a steadier hand in the
Oval Office and a Congress that would check
left-leaning impulses on taxes or regulations
that pinch companies, investors said. However,
there are lingering risks to asset prices in the
days and weeks ahead. Republicans have
already filed several lawsuits over ballot
counting and Trump said his campaign will file
more. The litigation could drag out election
proceedings.

Investor focus also now turns to the Senate,
which remains undecided ahead of two runoff
elections in Georgia on Jan. 5. The significance
of those races, which could potentially end up
with the Democrats controlling all three of the
White House, Senate and House of
Representatives, means January is “the new
November” in terms of election volatility risk,
Michael Purves, founder and CEO of
Tallbacken Capital, said in a note to clients.
Purves said that was evident when looking at
contracts for the stock market’s fear gauge,
the VIX, stretching out into the months ahead.
Beyond those battles, investors have been
worried about the people Biden might appoint
to his Cabinet. Some of those officials would
be negotiating with Congress about a relief
package and have extensive powers to craft
Wall Street rules.

Current US Federal Reserve governor and
former McKinsey consultant Lael Brainard’s
name has been floated as a potential Treasury
Secretary, while Biden has already tapped for-
mer derivatives market regulator and Goldman
Sachs Group Inc banker Gary Gensler for
advice on financial regulation.

For the moment, investors and prominent
Wall Street figures said they were happy with
the election finally being called after what
seemed like unending tension as ballots were
counted through the week. “Now is a time for
unity,” JPMorgan Chase & Co Chief Executive
Jamie Dimon said in a statement. “We must
respect the results of the US presidential elec-
tion and, as we have with every election, honor
the decision of the voters and support a
peaceful transition of power.” —Reuters 
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CAIRO: Despite the pandemic and tourism col-
lapse, Egypt is projecting healthy economic
growth this year, even as one third of the Arab
world’s most populous country remains mired in
poverty. Critics question, however, how much of
the GDP growth is driven by ostentatious mega-
projects, such as a new administrative capital
being built in the desert, financed by ballooning
debt that will have to be repaid. 

The International Monetary Fund in September
predicted economic growth of 3.6 percent for
2020. Although lower than earlier forecasts, this
still makes  Egypt the only North African economy
set to expand this year. At the same time, almost
one third of Egypt’s more than 100 million people
live below the poverty line, defined as surviving on
less than $2 a day, according to the most recent
data, for 2017-18.

Egypt’s government initially predicted six per-
cent GDP growth for the fiscal year 2020, which ran
from early July 2019 to the end of June 2020.
Toward the end of that twelve-month period, the
novel coronavirus outbreak hit, infecting more than
100,000 people in Egypt since and killing over
6,000 of them, according to official data. The public
health crisis forced lengthy lockdowns and hit the
tourism sector of the country famed for its archeo-
logical heritage and Red Sea beaches, at the cost of
countless livelihoods.

Around 2.7 million jobs were lost in April-June,
mainly in retail and wholesale, manufacturing,
tourism, transport and construction, pushing official
unemployment to 9.6 percent, according to World
Bank data. One of the many people left jobless was a
hotel worker who gave his name as Gaber, 36, from
southern Egypt, and who was laid off in April by a
Red Sea resort suddenly devoid of holiday-makers.

Gaber told AFP he is hoping desperately to find
another job as Covid-19 confinement measures are

eased, explaining that “I support my four children,
my wife and my mother”.

Future debt 
Some economists argue the solid GDP growth is

the fruit of tough reforms taken since President
Abdel Fattah Al-Sisi took office in 2014, including
austerity measures and a devaluation of the
Egyptian pound. Ahmed Al-Safti, managing director
of the Delta research center in Cairo, said the cur-
rency devaluation by nearly 48 percent in
November 2016 spurred investment and helped

improve the balance of payments.  The currency
devaluation, slashed state subsidies and new taxes
qualified Egypt for a three-year $12 billion IMF loan
from 2016. 

Sisi’s government has touted the tough measures
as essential to revitalizing an economy that had tak-
en multiple hits since the 2011 popular uprising that
toppled longtime ruler Hosni Mubarak.  Tourism
revenues have grown in the years since, and
reached a new record of $12.6 billion in 2018-19.
Remittances from Egyptians living abroad also hit a
record level, of about $28 billion in 2019-20.

But the wealth has been distributed unevenly and
many are missing out. Official figures show that 32.5

percent of Egyptians lived below the poverty line in
2017-18, many impacted by the austerity measures.
“The reforms came at a price,” said Safti, “but this
price would have been far higher if the government
had not implemented the reforms.”

The coronavirus outbreak further exacerbated
the crisis, especially among the already-vulnerable
five million informal sector workers.  Egypt has
launched social protection programs for low-
income families. But Sarah Smierciak, an independ-
ent political economy analyst in Cairo, argued these
“are a drop in the ocean, and they fail to reach mil-
lions in need”.

She also criticized Egypt’s focus on ambitious

mega-projects, such as a new administrative capital
being built outside Cairo, replete with new ministry
buildings and hundreds of thousands of flats, an
estimated cost of tens of billions of dollars.

Smierciak believes such projects are unlikely “to
generate large and sustainable returns” while being
“largely financed by (foreign) debt”, which soared
to $111.2 billion in 2020 from $48 billion in 2015.

“The numbers increasing the GDP now will have
to be repaid with interest in the future,” she said.

Gaber, the unemployed hotel worker, also feared
that these projects “may provide job opportunities
to some, but a large segment of the people will not
benefit”. — AFP 

Egypt’s GDP grows despite 
COVID, but so does poverty

Around 2.7 million jobs lost in April-June, mainly in retail and wholesale 

Govt predicts 6% 
GDP growth for 
fiscal year 2020

CAIRO: This file picture shows an elevated view of the “King Salman overpass”, currently under
construction in the Omraniya district of the Egyptian capital’s twin city of Giza, which links up
with the ring-road network encircling the Greater Cairo area. — AFP

Apps win, labor frets 
after Uber-led 
‘gig worker’ win
SAN FRANCISCO: A victory for the “gig econo-
my” in California is likely to echo across the US, in a
boon for app-based services while igniting fear that
big business is rewriting labor laws.

Rideshare and delivery apps matching tasks with
those willing to perform them as independent con-
tractors sidestepped a labor law with the passage of
Proposition 22 in a referendum put before state vot-
ers. “Going forward, you’ll see us more loudly advo-
cate for new laws like Prop 22,” Uber chief executive
Dara Khosrowshahi said. “It’s a priority for us to
work with governments across the US and the world
to make this a reality.”

Proposition 22 — backed by Uber, Lyft and other
app-based, on-demand delivery services like
DoorDash and Instacart-effectively overturns a state
law requiring them to reclassify their drivers and
provide employee benefits.

“This is very positive for anybody who has a
humans-as-a-service type mentality,” said analyst
Patrick Moorhead of Moor Insights and Strategy.
“Those companies avoided a death sentence; and I
do think classifying those folks as employees would
have been a death sentence.”

The vote came after a contentious campaign with
labor groups claiming the initiative would erode
worker rights and benefits, and with backers arguing

for a new, flexible economic model.
Backers of Prop 22 spent some $200 million to

win voters to their side, dwarfing the budget of those
opposing the referendum. The Independent Drivers
Guild, which describes itself as the largest “gig work-
er” organization in the US, has vowed to fight for the
rights of workers to get the pay, benefits, and collec-
tive bargaining rights due to employees.

“The big platform companies may have won in
California, but the gig worker fight has only just
begun,” said guild executive director Brendan
Sexton. The guild touted winning a negotiated mini-
mum wage of $27.86 per hour in New York for Uber
and Lyft drivers, according to Sexton..

“Worker power through collective bargaining,
not ballot measures and protracted legal battles, is
the only real long-term solution for gig workers,”
Sexton said.

Third way? 
Uber, Lyft, DoorDash and other Prop 22 backers

persuaded voters that a new gig economy calls for a
“third way” of treating workers to be added to being
employees or purely independent contractors,
according to University of California-Los Angeles
labor researcher Brian Justie. “Uber wants you to
think this is a new world, requiring a third catego-
rization but I am not sure I buy that,” Justie told AFP.

“It is a way for an extremely unprofitable sector to
buy themselves a new lease on life and hoodwink
legislators.”

Playing the situation as drivers loving flexibility
and labor law forcing the companies to become
“dogmatic bosses” was disingenuous, according to
Justie. While Uber claims drivers are free to work as

they please, they are at the mercy of software in the
app guiding them to customers and neighborhoods,
an institute survey revealed.

“The drivers keeping Uber functional think of
work as a manipulative, over controlling thing recast
as something new and technological,” Justie said. The
referendum deals a blow to labor, and has strong
potential to spread to other states, according to
Justie. “I would be shocked if it didn’t ripple out,”
Justie said of other states, or even countries, adapting
labor laws along the lines of Prop 22. “It absolutely
gives Uber and Lyft a case study in how to make this
work... There is a very real prospect that more and
more work becomes gig work.”  — AFP 

App-based on-demand services won a major victo-
ry in a California referendum, which disappointed
labor activists pressing for an end to the contractor
model to enable workers to get full benefits.

Zimbabwe looking 
underground for 
golden revival
HARARE: Reeling from decades of economic
mismanagement, Zimbabwe is banking on gold
to shore up revenue and tackle the upshots of
rampant hyperinflation, corruption and coron-
avirus restrictions.

Global gold prices have surged more than 30
percent this year, topping a record $2,000
(1,700 euros) an ounce in August, as the pre-
cious metal became a safe haven for investors in
the face of Covid-induced volatility. The land-
locked southern African country boasts vast
gold reserves, alongside chrome, diamonds, plat-
inum and another 40 other minerals. 

The government is eyeing gold as a possible
magic bullet for an economy forecast to contract
by a tenth this year, according to the
International Monetary Fund (IMF). According
to official figures, gold production in the first
eight months of 2020 rose 10 percent, driven
especially by output from small-scale miners.    

Plans are under way to reap $12 billion (10.2
billion euros) from mining by 2023, mainly
through gold.

The sector already accounts for 60 percent of
Zimbabwean exports, raking in around $1 billion
a year, and represents half of the southern
African country’s foreign direct investment.
“Mining will be a leading sector in sustaining
high and shared growth,” Finance Minister
Mthuli Ncube said in a pre-budget statement
last month. Gold is expected to bring in $4 bil-
lion a year by 2023, followed by platinum at $3
billion, although the government gave few
details about how such a huge increase from
current figures will be achieved.

Not all that glitters
And experts warn that the ambitious plans

face big hurdles. One is that miners, particular-
ly small-scale miners, are not happy with the
system which requires them to sell their gold to
the state-owned buyer, Fidelity Printers and
Refiners. Under regulations set by its owner,
Zimbabwe’s central bank, a maximum of 55
percent is paid to small-scale miners in foreign
currency, with the remaining 45 percent in
Zimbabwean dollars, which is notorious for its
weakness. 

“The money is not coming in(to) the formal
system,” economist Persistence Gwanyanya
told AFP.  The government has promised new
regulations to stem gold leaving the country
illegally. Even so, policy inconsistencies and
delayed payments for bullion deliveries are
frustrating the few international mining compa-
nies operating in the country. Large-scale gold
producers are subjected to a more generous
70 percent foreign currency threshold for their
sale proceeds. — AFP

The landlocked southern African country boasts
vast gold reserves. — AFP

Foreigners join 
China livestream 
sales army
BEIJING: Late at night, Lalo Lopez heads to a small
Shanghai studio for a livestream, punting Chinese prod-
ucts from cycling shorts to vacuum cleaners to Spanish
speakers around the world.

The 33-year-old Spaniard, who describes himself as an
artist, DJ and YouTuber, is in the vanguard of the growing
ranks of foreigners hired by mainland agencies to extend
China’s livestream sales mania beyond its borders. By
some estimates, livestream shopping is a near $70 billion
industry inside China, attracting influencers who scour
markets and malls for items to peddle to live audiences via
social media. Once an obscure form of shopping,
livestreaming is predicted to change the habits of global
consumers, whose footfall has already headed from the
high street to online marketplaces.

Buoyed by the success of l ivestreams at home,
Chinese companies crave bridgeheads for their goods
overseas. Enter hosts such as Lopez, who has lived in
China for around nine years and was approached by
Beijing-based marketing firm Linkone Interactive after it
saw videos he posted on YouTube and Instagram. “When
I speak, I look at the product through my culture,
through my experience,” said Lopez, whose streams can
attract up to 15,000 viewers.

The medium allows him to answer viewers’ questions on
everything from clothing and household appliances to
gadgets in real-time, while entertaining them with trivia
and flamboyant sales patter. In one livestream, Lopez
appears wearing a pink bathrobe over his regular clothing
as he demonstrates using a handheld vacuum cleaner, at
one point testing it on his hair. “It’s easier (for me) because
of the cultural background we share,” said Lopez, who
earns up to 1,500 yuan ($226) per session, referring to his
foreign customers. — AFP


